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C.M.C.2.0 main sponsor at 5_senses design
C.M.C.2.0 prefab will participate as main sponsor at the event Home Spa Design into the exhibition “5_senses
design”designed by the architect Marco Piva.
The architect choosed 6 concrete monobloc of C.M.C.2.0 to tell through materials and colours the infinite possibilities
that the modern prefab technology offers.
The exhibition is a microplanning event, where the units of C.M.C.2.0 will set in evocative scenarios that will give to a
complete experience related to materials, surfaces, colours, sounds, perfumes and give to the architects the stimulus
to projectual reflection and creativity.
C.M.C.2.0 has a production active in many sectors of private and public construction, and starts its activity at the
beginning of 1900 producing prefab concrete tanks for liquids and separators for methane gas, but in 1964 a new
law forbids this type of production, the good fortune of CMC seems to waver but the company with great creative and
business spirits reinvents itself starting the production of a new line of concrete bathing uts for which the old moulds
in the plant are used. CMC bathing huts Adriatico has a great success.
Today the company, that is at its 3rd generation, has two lines of production: su|misura and design|architettonico;
su|misura is synonimoius with utmost flexibility and contains the company’s classical production; design|architettonico
is the new line for prefab buildings made thanks to serial design and the care of every detail, which is typical of quality
architecture; this is a series of complete architectural items, realized thanks to C.M.C.2.0’s industrial know-how and
the formal and design sensitivity of PRR Architetti. A wide range of solutions, of materials and accessories, selected
and made available to customers, guarantee rapid excellent formal and functional result.
The fields of application are many: baths-houses, camping sites, schools, emergency housing, sports centre, toilets
etc.
The values of C.M.C.2.0 prefab that are also the basic concepts of the program design|architettonico reside in the
conviction and in the will to give for the design of public and private spaces the better solutions of quality, shape,
dimensions, materials, finishes, certifications and costs.
An example: in wellness sector C.M.C.2.0 has just realized a new project of design|architettonico, Salus, a prefab spa
designed to offer, to the clients, not only a product but a complete service.
Salus is the first entirely prefab spa that can be placed in any contest, fully equipped and low cost. Modularity,
the many possible options and the building technology employed guarantee that Salus can easily placed in any
landscape. Salus is a complete and flexible project, which can change according to the equipment and the technical
solutions. It can satisfy the needs of every customer and fit in any type of facility. Different wellness programs
complete the project: hot tub, sauna, steam bath, emotional shower, relax and body care area.
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